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SECTION ONE – LISTENING, READING, AND VIEWING

LISTENING
Some parts of this book require a Helper. A Helper is sometimes 
needed to help with giving instructions. Please read the 
instructions aloud, clearly and slowly. Give the student time to 
complete each part of the exercise. Repeat instructions if the 
learner has diffi culty.

 Why listen?
It is important to listen carefully. If you listen to 
stories carefully they will be more fun. When you 
listen carefully at school to what the teacher is 
saying or showing you, you will learn more. When 
you listen carefully to instructions, you will be able 
to do your work more easily.

Here are some things that a good listener does. A good listener:
• looks at the person who is speaking
• sits still, does not move around or fi dget
•  waits until the person talking has fi nished before saying anything
•  waits to hear all the instructions being given before starting the 

job they have been asked to do.

 Exercise 1: Listening to stories

Listen carefully. Enjoy the stories 
being read to you. 
Talk about them together.

Note 
to Helper

Read lots of stories to your 
learner. Ask questions about 

the text. Encourage your learner 
by praising them for  the good 

listening skills you 
observe.

AOI: Recognises that texts are shaped for 
different purposes and audiences.
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Section One – Listening, Reading, and Viewing

 Exercise 2: Listening carefully

Listen carefully to each list. Repeat back each list to your helper.
1. red, blue, yellow, green
2. purple, brown, grey, black
3. blue, red, green, black, white
4. green, red, brown, pink, blue
5. white, red, black, brown, green, blue
6. red, orange, green, pink, white, gold

Instructions 
Instructions are words that tell you how to complete a job or how to 
make something.

 Exercise 3: Following instructions carefully

Listen carefully, then follow the instructions. Each instruction has 
four parts, so listen to all the instructions before starting the task.
1. Get a spoon. Put it on the table. 

Stand on a chair. Then jump 
down.

2. Get one book and one teddy 
bear. Put them on the table.

 Sit on the fl oor next to the 
table.

3. Open the door and walk backwards through 
the doorway. 
Then come crawling back to me. 
Then say “Hi I’m back”

Note to Helper
Read the lists of 
words slowly, one 

at a time.

Note 
to Helper

Read these simple 
instructions one at a time.
Have a laugh together. Then 
make up some more crazy 

things to do.

AOI: Understands that the order and organisation 
of words …. contribute to text meaning.
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Section One – Listening, Reading, and Viewing

READING

 Starting reading – parent information
Students participate in language and literacy practice at home and in 
early childhood education settings. They bring knowledge, skills and 
attitudes to their school learning. These are wide ranging, refl ecting 
home and early childhood education experiences as well as cultural 
context.
Because much of what is taught in our classrooms is conveyed 
verbally, students need to understand  the language (vocabulary and 
sentence structure) that is used in the classroom.

The importance of oral language

Oral language provides the foundation for learning to read and 
write.
This foundation includes:
• curiosity about oral language and willingness to experiment, for 

example by using newly acquired vocabulary or phrases
• developing a wide vocabulary of nouns and verbs as well as 

adjectives, adverbs and prepositions
• a willingness and confi dence to talk about things happening 

now, in the past and in the future
• the ability to retell an experience, an event or a story that has 

been read or told to them
• an awareness of words that rhyme
• an awareness of words that start with the same sound.

AOI: Begins to recognise that oral, written, and 
visual language features can be used for effect.
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Viewing

VIEWING

 What is visual language?
You can see visual language all around you. It includes 
features in text, photographs, the pictures you see in picture 
books and on paper, on road signs and on computers. 
Visual language can be pictures:
• cartoons
• photographs
• pictures in books
• signs.
Visual language can be words and pictures together:
• comic strips
• advertisements
• weather maps.
Visual language can be special ways the words are written:
• text type
• colour
• speech bubbles.

  

These pictures and words help you enjoy stories, get more 
information and know rules.

AOI: Has an awareness of the connections between oral, 
written and visual language
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SECTION TWO – SPEAKING, WRITING, AND PRESENTING

SPEAKING
Every day you use your voice to speak to people. Sometimes it is 
to talk to friends or to ask for something. At other times, it is to tell 
someone a story or to tell them about something you have done. 
It may even be to talk on the telephone or to answer questions in 
class.

 Speaking clearly
When you are speaking, you want someone to listen to you. The 
listener or group listening to you are called the audience. When you 
are at school, the teachers expect you to learn to speak in a more 
grown-up manner and use sentences when you speak.
Here are some reminders:
• Look at the person you are speaking to.
• Speak loudly and clearly so the person can hear you easily.
• Try to stand or sit still while you are speaking.
• Use full sentences when you speak.
• Wait patiently for your turn to speak. Be polite and do not talk at 

the same time as someone else.

 Exercise 1: Using new words

Think about some of the new words you have learned at school and 
show your family that you can use them in a sentence. Here are 
two words or phrases for a starter.
1. Staff room
2. Dictionary

AOI: Recognise that texts are shaped for 
different purposes and audiences.
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Section Two – Speaking, Writing, and Presenting

WRITING

 Starting writing – parent information
Oral language and reading are the main sources of knowledge 
about how written language looks and sounds.
Oral language provides the foundation for learning not only to read 
but also to write. When children begin to write, they tend to write 
as they speak and use concepts about print that they have learned 
through reading. 
The representation of ideas in sentences is a characteristic of 
written text that children need to be made aware of through reading 
and eventually learn to control in writing. Written sentences are 
structured differently from spoken utterances that can rely on 
gesture, intonation and stress to fi ll out the speaker’s meaning.

 Writing expectations at Year 2
When students begin to create a piece of writing at this level they
• plan their writing orally or with a picture, then use the plan as 

they write connected sentences
• convey ideas, using some detail
• understand and use simple text types – e.g. recounts, 

descriptions, reports
• attempt to use a variety of nouns, adjectives and verbs
• use some variation in sentence beginnings
• use simple conjunctions (joining words) correctly to form 

compound sentences
• respond to feedback by making changes such as adding a word 

or changing spelling or punctuation
• use punctuation correctly – .  ,  !  ?
• form all letters correctly when writing by hand
• are able to spell an increasing number of words independently
• apply spelling strategies such as sounding out chunks and 

blends, etc.

AOI: Has an awareness of the connections between 
oral, written and visual language when creating text.
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Section Two – Speaking, Writing, and Presenting

PRESENTING
Presenting is all about how information or ideas are presented to an 
audience using verbal or visual features.

 Oral presentations
You can use your voice to make all sorts of speech sound more 
dramatic and interesting.

 Exercise 37: Using your voice for dramatic effect

1. Use your voice to produce a dramatic effect when you read this 
piece of writing about animals. 

Meow Meow said the cat
Woof Woof said the dog.

What sort of noise is that?

Oink Oink said the pig.
Buzz Buzz said the bee.

It’s the animals talking to me!

2. Think about the Troll and the billy goats in “The billy goats gruff” 
story. Read these lines to sound like the characters.

 “Who’s that walking on my bridge? Trip trot, trip trot on my 
bridge. Why it’s you little Billy Goat. I’m coming to eat you up!”

 “Please don’t eat me up. I’m way too small! Wait for my bigger 
brother. He’s coming soon.”

3. Think of other rhymes or stories that you know and practise 
saying them in a fun way. Use your family and friends as an 
audience.

AOI: Forms and expresses ideas on a range of topics.
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SECTION THREE –
READING AND WRITING SUPPORT ACTIVITIES

 Alphabetical order 
It is important to recognise all letter sounds and letter names. 
Knowing your alphabet letters in order will also help when you want 
to use a simple dictionary.

 Exercise 1: Alphabetical order

1. Read each line and say the sound that the letter makes.
2. Read each line and say the name of each letter.
3. Recite the alphabet and fi nd and circle each alphabet letter as 

you say them. (Hint: a is in the fi rst line and z is in the last line.)

d f a e g v b s h c h t j

f d h e k f j e w v g l m

q h w c k i w x b j k f b

p l r s m w r e n g a v e

o k p r c q h r k e s y t k

k u n z m v r s d w c k r

x j d r b y c m l a s z j

AOI: Uses sources of information, (meaning, structure, visual and 
grapho-phonic information) … to make sense of a range of texts.
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Start

bl

br
clcrst

fr

gl

gr

pl

pr

sc

sk

sl

sm

sp

fl 

sw
tr tw

bl

gr

dr

fr

bl

cr

dr

Finish

sw
sn

sw

gr

cl

tr

pr

fl 
sm

cr

SECTION FOUR – LANGUAGE GAMES

 Blends “begins with” game 
What you need: 
• One die.
• A counter for each player.  

How to play:             

1. Roll the dice and move your counter the number you roll.
2. You have 10 seconds to think of a word that begins with the blend 

on which your counter lands, or you must go back one space.
3. Each word can be used only once in the game. 
4. You cannot use a word that has already been used.

AOI: Associates sounds with letter clusters as well as individual letters..
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Section Four – Language games

“ Talk about” game
1. Roll two dice. Move your 

counter the number of spaces 
you roll on the dice.

2. Read the topic on the space 
you land.  

3. Talk about the topic using full 
sentences.

Favourite movie.

What you like 
doing at the park.

Favourite colour.

What sorts of books 
you like reading.

Outside games 
you like to play.

What you like best, TV or 
reading. Give reasons why.

Your favourite hat.

Looking for insects.

Your favourite vegetable.

Running races.

Drawing pictures.

Your favourite drink.

Your best friend.

Playing in the rain.

What you like about your house.

Playing in puddles and mud.

Writing stories.

Your favourite inside game.

Your favourite song.

Talking on the 
telephone.

Your favourite book.

Dancing.

Finish

Start

AOI: Understands that the order and organisation 
of words …. contribute to text meaning.
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 ANSWERS

Answers are not given for exercises that ask for the student to 
discuss ideas with their helper or for which response will vary.

Section One – Listening, Reading, and Viewing

Exercise 4: Listening to instructions

cat

2

Exercise 11: Thinking about book titles

All about bikes

Riding in the forest

Grandma’s shopping trip
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acrostic poems 57

adjectives 86

advertisements 38

advertising posters 75

alphabet 66

alphabetical order 79

asking for something 42

author 28

Blends “begins with ... “ game 93

book covers 28

book titles 13, 28

books 7, 10

capital letters 24, 89

captions 33, 34

characters 62

colours 30

comic strips 34

commas 24

compound words 87

computers 76

consonant blends 21, 22, 23, 66

consonant digraphs 23

crossword puzzle 91

diagrams 32

dictation 50

draft copy 61, 64

emergency call 45

exclamation marks 24

INDEX

fiction 31, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65

fonts 29

friends 41

full stops 24, 89

greetings 40

handwriting 71, 72, 73

home reading books 11, 12, 13

how? 18

“I spy” blends game 97

illustrator 28

inferences 18

instructions 60

joining words 83

labels 32

layout 74

letter order 80

letter writing 56

lettering types 29

listening 1, 2, 3, 4, 5

lists 55

logos 30

“Lucky die” game 98

“Magic e” word-maker game 95

“Message jar” game 96

montage 77


